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Donation after circulatory death (DCD), previously known 
as donation after cardiac death or non-heart-beating 
donation, refers to the retrieval of organs for the purpose 
of transplantation from patients whose death is diagnosed 
and confirmed using cardiorespiratory criteria.(1)

In this issue of the Jornal Brasileiro de Pneumologia, 
Reck dos Santos et al.(2) present a review and update 
article on DCD and lung transplantation. DCD has become 
an accepted practice in many countries and remains a 
focus of intense interest in the transplant community. 
However, it is not a new activity and has some ethical, 
legal, cultural, and economic aspects that make it difficult 
to use in some countries.

Since the first human kidney transplant, performed in 
1933 by Yurii Y Voronoy, in Kherson, Ukraine,(3) until the 
late 1960s, almost all of the organs transplanted using 
deceased donors came from non-heart-beating donors, with 
unfavorable results, mainly due to renal damage caused 
by warm ischemia but also due to other factors such as 
unrefined surgical technique, inadequate preservation, 
insufficient immunosuppression, and inexperience in 
postoperative management.

At that time, only Guy Alexandre, a Belgian surgeon, 
based on the studies by Mollaret & Goulon(4) in Paris and 
Wertheimer et al.(5) in Lyon published in 1959—suggesting 
that the irreversible failure of brain functions can be 
considered as death—had not only adopted a neurological 
criteria for determining death but also applied those 
criteria in performing the first organ transplant from a 
brain-dead donor in 1963, a procedure that many of his 
colleagues considered ethically unacceptable.(6)

Only after the first heart transplant in the world, 
performed on December 3, 1967, by Christiaan Barnard 
in Cape Town, using the heart of a young woman with 
severe traumatic brain injury after a traffic accident and 
declared dead by neurological criteria,(7) the report of 
the Ad Hoc Committee of the Harvard Medical University 
School(8) and the Declaration of Sydney of the 22nd World 
Medical Assembly(9) were published, both in 1968, for the 
determination of death based on neurological criteria. 
Since then, almost all transplant centers abandoned 
the use of non-heart-beating donors, using organs from 
brain-dead donors, since warm ischemia time close to 
zero provided better results.

In the early 1990s, it was observed that the number 
of potential brain-dead donors—0.5-1.0% of deaths or 
45-65 per million population (pmp)—was insufficient to 
meet the growing demand of patients on waiting lists 
for organ transplantation. In addition, for the last twenty 

years, there has been a decrease in the incidence of 
patients with brain death in many developed countries. 
In Spain, for example, comparing the incidence rates of 
brain death through audits in ICUs between 2001 and 
2010 (65 pmp and 48 pmp, respectively), there was a 
decrease of 26%, as well as a progressive increase in 
the mean age, evidencing a quantitative and qualitative 
exhaustion of potential donors.(10) The decrease in the 
incidence of death diagnosed by neurological criteria and, 
therefore, the potential for donation after brain death 
(DBD), is primarily a consequence of improved road safety 
and improvements in neurocritical care management 
and in the outcomes of acute traumatic brain injury and 
intracranial hemorrhage.(10,11) In some countries, such 
as the United Kingdom, this rate has always been low 
(30-35 pmp), because patients with devastating brain 
injury are not referred to the ICU but to palliative care.

Because of the insufficient number of brain-dead donors 
to meet the growing demand for transplantation, studies 
with circulatory death donors were summarized during the 
First International Congress on Non-Heart-Beating Donors, 
held in Maastricht in 1995, and a classification system was 
established: I: irreversible cardiac arrest occurs before 
arrival at hospital; II: irreversible cardiac arrest occurs 
in hospital; III: programmed cardiorespiratory arrest in 
the ICU; and IV: cardiorespiratory arrest before, during 
or after brain death is confirmed.(12)

DCD is also classified as controlled or uncontrolled. 
Uncontrolled DCD refers to organ retrieval after cardiac 
arrest that is unexpected and from which the patient cannot 
or should not be resuscitated (Maastricht categories I, II, 
and IV). Controlled DCD refers to organ retrieval after 
an anticipated cardiac arrest that follows the planned 
withdrawal of life-sustaining treatments that have been 
considered to be of no overall benefit to a critically ill 
patient (Maastricht category III).(13)

As a result of better hemodynamic maintenance, in-situ 
cooling, rapid en bloc organ removal, pulsatile perfusion, 
better preservation solutions, and, more recently, the use 
of regional cardiopulmonary bypass, the results were 
similar to those obtained with DBD donors, both for the 
kidney and other organs, leading to a progressive increase 
in the number of DCD, up to the point that, in 2020, of 
the 35,368 donations from dead individuals reported in 
the global observatory on donation and transplantation, 
8,061 were DCD (22.8%). (14) The contribution of DCD to 
overall deceased donor numbers varies internationally. 
Differences in medical practices, public attitudes, 
legislation, and resources will all influence the practice 
of DCD among countries.
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Figure 1 shows the rates of DCD, in accordance with 
the International Registry on Organ Donation and 
Transplantation,(15) which reported that 22 countries 
used DCD in 2020, the rates ranging from 0.07 pmp 
(in Japan) to 13.1 pmp (in Spain). In some countries 
(the UK, the Netherlands, and the USA), emphasis was 
placed on controlled DCD, while in others (Spain and 
France),(16) the predominant type was uncontrolled DCD.

Common sense might suggest that declaring 
death when the heart stops beating would be more 
straightforward than when the declaration of death is 
based on brainstem functions. However, the difficulty 
of introducing DCD is related to ethical and legal issues 
and to the technical and organizational complexity 
inherent to this type of donation, which makes it more 
complex than it might appear at first glance.

Despite the endorsement of the practice of DCD 
by professional and regulatory bodies in many parts 
of the world, concerns about ethics and lawfulness 
of both controlled and uncontrolled DCD persist. 
Such concerns are related to the lawfulness and 
acceptability of interventions before or after death that 
are necessary to facilitate DCD; timing, location, and 
manner of treatment withdrawal; and uncertainties 
regarding the time point when death can be confirmed 
using circulatory criteria. Organ retrieval teams have 
mobilized for a potential DCD “stand down” on 40% of 
occasions, because some potential donors do not die 
within the first two hours after the withdrawal of life 
support, causing the family distress during the wait, 

which is also a burden on the already hard-pressed 
ICU staff.(17)

DCD is becoming increasingly accepted and has been 
performed in some countries, importantly contributing 
to the number of organs available and providing 
acceptable post-transplantation outcomes.(18) However, 
DCD should be considered as an addition to and not 
as a substitute for DBD, which, in addition to having 
simpler logistics and lower costs, has a greater use 
of transplanted organs per donor. Another important 
aspect is that, despite the large investment in DCD, its 
rate is around 5-6 pmp in most countries that use this 
form of donation, and only 4 countries have exceeded 
8 pmp (Figure 1).

The most important justification for the use of DCD 
is the insufficient and decreasing number of DBD to 
meet the demand. In each country, according to its 
particularities, the type of DCD is defined (controlled, 
uncontrolled, or both), as well as which organs will be 
used from these donors and how legal, ethical, logistical, 
cultural, and financial barriers will be addressed.

In Brazil, DCD is not used for organ transplantation, 
with the exception of a small number of kidney 
transplants, using a part of the Maastricht classification 
system (type IV),(12) that is, in those cases in which 
irreversible cardiac arrest occurs after brain death has 
been determined and family authorization has been 
given before the removal of the organs, while waiting 
for the results of laboratory tests or the arrival of the 
teams to remove the organs.

Figure 1. Rates of donation after circulatory death in various countries worldwide, as measured by donors per million 
population (pmp) in 2020. UK: United Kingdom.
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In contrast to what is observed in developed countries, 
brain death rates are high and are not decreasing in 
Brazil. In the 1990s, it was estimated that there would 
be approximately 60 brain deaths pmp per year, and 
only a third of them (about 20 pmp) were reported as 
potential donors. This rate of notification of potential 
donors, which was 24.8 pmp in 2000, rose to 54.7 
pmp in 2019, the year before the pandemic, which 
negatively impacted donation and transplant rates. In 
some Brazilian states (Paraná, Santa Catarina, and Mato 
Grosso do Sul), as well as in the Federal District, the 
annual notification rate of brain-dead cases is between 
80 and 100 pmp.(19) Therefore, we currently estimate 
the brain death rate to be between 90 and 100 pmp 
in the country, which is the double that is observed in 
developed countries. Therefore, we can increase the 
notification rate of potential brain-dead donors by 
50% in Brazil. In addition, the rate of effectiveness 
was 33% in 2019, and our goal is to reach up to 45%, 
which has already been the case in some states (Santa 
Catarina, Paraná, and Ceará).(19) On the basis of these 
data, we can estimate that we will reach a rate of DBD 
of 40 pmp (90 brain-dead individuals pmp and a 45% 
effectiveness rate) in 7 years.

It is necessary to improve the use of organs from 
brain-dead donors. Estimated rates of annual transplant 
demand and optimal utilization (in %) of the following 
organs are, respectively: kidney (70 pmp; 85%); liver 
(30 pmp; 80%); heart (8 pmp; 40%); and lung (8 
pmp; 20%).(20) In 2019, the effective overall donor 
rate was 18.1 pmp—and the range of utilization was 
30.1-71.0% (kidney); 10.8-55.0% (liver); 1.8-10.0% 
(heart); and 0.5-3.0% (lung).(20) It is believed that, 
in 2028, 40 donors pmp will be enough to meet the 
estimated need for all organs, except for the lung, if 
the needs remain at these levels. Therefore, although 
the use of DCD is an important and necessary strategy 
in many countries, other less complex and cheaper 
measures, such as DBD, will suffice in Brazil in the 
coming years.
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